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The  transit ion rule F of a cellular automaton may sometimes be regarded as a "rule of 
growth"  of a "crystal" f rom a "seed" oa. For certain such rules, it is shown that the 
l imiting "shape"  of  such crystals is polyhedral and independent of co. An algorithm is 
given for calculation of the l imiting shape. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper treats the growth of patterns of O's and l 's on an infinite checkerboard, 
or more generally on a lattice in n-dimensional space. We shall assume we have a specific 
"growth rule" F satisfying fairly weak hypotheses. We shall prove that associated with F 
is a polyhedron W which is compact and convex. I f  we begin with any sufficiently large 
finite configuration of zeros and ones, then in a precise sense the configuration, under 
iteration by F, grows into a shape similar to W. In fact, the similarity will not be exact 
but the deviations from similarity will remain bounded while the configuration itself 
grows without bound. 
The interest of the result is twofold. First, one starts with a readily understood 
discrete problem and turns it into a continuous problem with an elegant solution. 
Second, the problem is suggested from studies of the growth of crystals. To the extent 
that the mathematics reflects the reality of crystals, the results in this paper explain 
physical facts concerning actual crystals--their polyhedral appearance; the Law of 
Rational Indices; the fact that observed Miller symbols involve such very small integers. 
(See Philips [6, p. 42] for definitions.) Moreover, the paper contains a theorem implying 
the so-called Wulff's theorem (see Wulff [10] or yon Laue [8]). The proof here is not 
only rigorous but constructive: Previous proofs give Wulff's theorem as the solution 
to a calculus of variations extremal problem (see Burton et al. [I, p. 351], Minkowski 
[5], or Lindel6f [4]). Here we see Wulff's shape W appear prominently even as the 
crystal begins to grow. 
The basic ideas in the paper are as follows: A configuration w is an assignment of 
zeros and ones to an infinite n-dimensional checkerboard; think of a one as indicating 
the presence of an atom at a given site, and a zero as indicating the absence of an atom. 
A growth rule F assigns a new configuration FoJ to the configuration oJ in a locally deter- 
mined manner. We study the behavior of the sequence w,F~o,F(FoJ),..., when F has a 
certain property called orderedness. Exact definitions and a physical interpretation 
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of orderedness are given in Section 2; the rough meaning is that an (~ always grows 
and never shrinks under application of F, and that an atom in one position can never 
inhibit the growth at another position. 
The simplest configurations co are those in which all atoms are present on one side 
of a hyperplane and all atoms are absent on the other side. In Section 3 we show that 
for such ~o, FoJ has exactly the same form; the bounding hyperplane of FoJ is parallel 
to that of o) but translated an amount g(v) in the direction v normal to the hyperplane. 
The amount g(v) depends only on the normal direction v and not on the particular 
hyperplane. Thus g(v) describes a growth rate for half-spaces. It turns out that g(v) 
has an explicit formula; for convenience in the exposition we take this formula as the 
definition of g(v) and derive its properties; this is the shortest route to the results. 
The graph of g(v), i.e., the set of points g(v)v where v is a unit vector, is very simple. 
In the plane, the graph is a union of finitely many arcs of circles. The vectors vi where 
two different arcs meet are critical vectors. (In higher dimensions and in degenerate 
cases the notion of critical vector is more complicated.) It is seen that there are only 
finitely many critical vectors. We can then form a convex polyhedron W (the Wulff 
shape) whose bounding facets are normal to the critical vectors %,  and such that the 
facet normal to % has distance g(%) from the origin. The content of the first main 
theorem, Theorem 4.1, is that this polyhedron W is the same as an infinite intersection 
of all possible half-spaces bounded by hyperplanes normal to unit vectors v and at 
distance g(v) from the origin. Thus F "picks out" the critical vectors as being particularly 
distinguished irections. This result is obtained for any ordered F. 
The second major theorem, Theorem 5.3, asserts that under appropriate hypotheses, 
for large n, F'~o will be approximately similar to W. Thus W is a "l imiting shape" for 
configurations as they grow under the influence of F. In other words, ideal crystals 
should grow into a shape W characteristic of the growth rule F and not the "seed" o9. 
There are two major hypotheses for this theorem: The first is that co be finite and yet 
"sufficiently large"; for example, all sites inside a sufficiently large disk might be occupied 
in r This is a condition that oJ be not very degenerate. 
The second hypothesis is that the critical vectors must meet properly. This condition 
is a sufficient condition so that, for example, growth is well behaved near vertices. In 
the plane, an edge of W corresponds to a critical vector % normal to the edge. If two 
edges of W corresponding to critical vectors v 1 and v~, respectively, meet at a vertex 
of IV, they form a wedge-shaped region. Near the vertex, this region looks like the 
intersection of two closed half-planes bounded by lines normal to v~ and v 2 . One would 
hope that under application of F one would obtain again a wedge-shaped region in 
which each of the half-planes has advanced by an amount g(vl) or g(v~), respectively. 
In general this fails; if, however, v 1 and v 2 meet properly this succeeds. The condition 
asserts that "what makes" a half-plane bounded by a line normal to v I advance by g(vl) 
also makes a half-plane bounded by a line normal to v2 advance by g(%). The decom- 
position of F into parts which can "make a half-plane advance" is accomplished by 
means of generators; v~ and v~ meet properly if they "share a generator." The concept 
is generalized so as to treat multiple intersections in dimensions higher than two. 
The hypothesis of proper meeting appears purely technical. Example 2 of Section 6 
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shows that meetings need not be proper, and yet the same example shows that the 
conclusion of Theorem 5.3 may still obtain. The author believes that this hypothesis 
can be removed altogether at the cost of a considerable amplification of the proof. 1 
In Section 6 we indicate why the planes bounding IV should all be describable via 
very small integers, in two- and three-dimensional spaces. This implies the Law of 
Rational Indices. We also work out explicitly an example. 
We recommend that the reader refer frequently to Example 1 in Section 6 in order 
better to follow the presentation. 
2. FUNDAMENTALS 
This section presents the basic definitions. For a more extended treatment, he reader 
may consult Willson [9]. 
Notations. Let n be a positive integer, let R ~ denote Euclidean -space with standard 
inner product 4a, for a ,b~R" ,  l al = \u,/~ Ul~\I/2 for a ER '~, S ''-1 = {v ~ R ~: 
I v  ] = l} = the unit sphere, 
Z ~ the set of integers, positive and negative, 
Z ~ = the set of n-tnples of integers, regarded as a subset of R '~, 
R + = [0, oo), the closed half-infinite interval, 
Z/2 = {0, 1}, a set with two elements, 
(Z/2)" = the set of n-tuples of zeros and ones. 
DEFINITIONS. . f i r  denotes the collection of all maps ~o from Z ~ to Z/2. :~2" denotes 
the subset of ~2 '~ consisting of all maps w such that w(v) = 0 for all but finitely many 
v ~ Z". An element o~ e ~2 n is called a configuration. We interpret a configuration 
geometrically as a pattern of zeros and ones on an infinite n-dimensional checkerboard. 
Physically, a one indicates the presence of an atom at the given site; a zero indicates an 
absence. 
DEFINITION. A transition rule (or growth rule) on ~f  is a map F: ~2 '* -~ ~2" subject 
to the following conditions: There exist finitely many vectors r1 ,..., rt: ~ Z n and a function 
f: (Z/2y ~ --* Z/2 so that 
(1) whenever oJ ~ .#.,", then Fco is defined by 
(Fco)(v) =-- f (~(v + r0,... , to(v + r~)) for all v e Z"; 
(2) f(0, 0,..., 0) = 0. 
If co is a configuration, we interpret Fw as the result of growth from oJ in one unit 
of time; F2~o = F(Fo~) is the result of growth from oJ after two units of time, etc. The 
collection of vectors [rx ..... rk.} forms the neighborhood for F; the function f is said to 
generate F. Note F induces a map from .~f  to ~o ~ which we also label F. 
Note added in proof. The author has verified that the hypothesis of proper meeting in Theorem 
5.3 may be deleted. 
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We impose a partial order on ~z~ as follows: I f  o), r c ~ ,  then co ~< r if and only 
if co(v) =~ r(v) for all v 6 Z ". Here, of course, we mean that 0 ~< O, 0 ~< 1, 1 <~ 1, but  
DEFINITION. A transit ion rule F on ~,z" is persistent if, for all o) e ~fl~, ~o ~ Fco. 
DEFINITION. The rule F is ordered if F is persistent and, in addition, whenever 
it follows Fco -~ Fr, for co, r ~ c~o'. co ~ T 
The concept of orderedness will be essential in the sequel. 
DEFINITION. If co, r e Y).,~', then co r3 r is that element of :~2" defined by, for all 
v~ Z '~, (w r5 r)(v) = 1 iff co(v) = 1 and r(v) -- 1. 
Occasionally we shall deal with a point set X C Z ~ and we shall identify X with the 
configuration w e ~ '~ such that co(v) = 1 iff v e X. Similarly, if X _C R ", we may identify 
X c3 Z" with a configuration. Note that if X, Y C_ Z", then the two possible meanings 
of X c3 Y as a configuration agree. 
We conclude this section by giving a justif ication, in the context of crystals, for the 
definitions of persistence and orderedness. To  say F is persistent is to say that once 
a 1 occurs, it is never removed; i.e., atoms enter a crystal lattice permanently.  I f growth 
is fast enough, this may be a reasonable working hypothesis. 
To  see how the hypothesis of orderedness might arise, we treat an example in the 
plane. Suppose the neighborhood vectors are (0, 0), ( i l ,  0), (~ l ,  1), (4-1, --1),  (0, :~1). 
Suppose that an atom in a square "shares binding energy" Ct with any atom sharing 
a face with it, and shares b inding energy 62 with any atom meeting it through a corner. 
(This  model is explained in Lewis [3] or Stranski [7]). Thus  if an empty square has a 
neighbors of the first type and b neighbors of the second type, there will be mutual  
b inding energy in the amount aq51 + br provided the central square becomes occupied. 
Suppose we assume that the central square will become occupied if ar + br > E 
where e is some "tolerance," presumably dependent on temperature,  saturation, etc. 
The  associated transit ion rule F is formally given by (Fco)(v) = 1 if co(v) ~ 1; or 
(Fco)(v) ~= I if co(v) = 0 and w(v + (1, O))~b 1 + co(v + (0, 1))~h~ + w(v + ( - -1 ,  0))r + 
co(v ~' (0, -1 ) )~ -]- co(v ~- (1, 1))6e ~'  co(v + ( - -1 ,  1))r + co(v _L ( - -1 ,  --1))r + 
co(v -  (1, - -1))r  :> E; otherwise (Fco)(v) = O. It is easy to verify that F is persistent 
and ordered; roughly, if co ~ r, then the values of a and b relative to co for each v a Z n 
are not greater than the values of a and b relative to r. 
3. THE GROWTH FUNCTION g(v) 
DEFINITION. Let F be an ordered transit ion rule on ~2 ~. Let the neighborhood 
for F be [r 1 , r e ..... rN}, and the generating function be f (x  1 ..... XN). A generator S for F 
is a subset S = [rq, ri. ~,..., r,k ~ such that f(E t .... , e~v) = 1 where E i = 1 if i = i~- for 
some j ,  and E; = 0 if i 7': i~ for all j .  A minimal generator S is a generator containing 
as a proper subset no other generator. 
Thus  a generator describes a possible neighborhood sufficient o change a zero to a one. 
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DEFINITION. Let v, w E R'*, I v [ = 1. Let ( , ) denote the standard inner product 
n 
(V, W) = ~-'~t=1 VzZOi where v = (v 1 .... , %), w ~ (wt ,... , wn). Define P,,(w) -~ (w, v). 
Thus Pv(w) measures the projection of w on the line spanned by v. 
DEFINITION. If a ~ R, define 
H(v, a) = {w ~ R": P~,(w) <~ a}; 
/-/(v, a) = [w e R": e Jw)  = a}; 
H+(v, a) = H(v, a) t'3 Z n. 
We shall identify H+(v, a) with the configuration o~ in ~"  such that a,(w) = 1 iff 
w~H+(v,  a). Thus H+(v, a) corresponds to a half-space; this configuration has all 
ones on one side of the hyperplane 1-/(% a) and all zeros on the other side. 
DEFINITION. Let F be an ordered transition rule on #2 n. Define g: S n-1 ~ R by 
g(v) = max(O, sup(inf P~(--r))) for v ~ S n-1. 
S r~S 
The sup is to be taken over all generators S for F; clearly it may instead be taken over 
all minimal generators S for F. We call g(v) the growth rate in the direction v; and we call 
g the growth function. 
This formidable definition of g is the result of considerable hindsight. The reason 
for this definition is that it describes a rate of growth of half-spaces H+(v, a), as seen 
in Proposition 3.1. It is easy to see that the result of applying F to a half-space is another 
half-space with boundary parallel to the first boundary. Thus F(H+(v, a)) = 1t+(% b) 
for some b and one wishes to compute b. A direct derivation is technically difficult, 
largely because it is possible that H+(v, b )= H+(v, c) when b :~ c. Knowing the 
answer, however, we find it easy to verify that b = a + g(v) works. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let F be ordered, and let g be its growth function. Let v be a unit 
vector and a E R. Then 
F(H+(v, a)) = H+(v, a + g(v)). 
3~lore generally, Fk(H+(v, a)) = H+(v, a + kg(v)) for any positive integer k. 
Proof. We first show F(H+(v, a)) D H+(v, a + g(v)). Suppose w ~ H+(v, a + g(v)). 
Ifg(v) ~ 0, then there is nothing to show sinceF is persistent. Thus we assumeg(v) > 0. 
Since there are only finitely many generators for F, we may pick a generator S so g(v) = 
infr~s P,,(--r). Now for r ~ S, 
P~(w + r) = P,,(w) + P~(r) ~ a + g(v) + P,,(r) ~ a + P~(--r) + Pv(r) = a. 
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Thus for all r ES,  w +r~H+(v ,a ) .  Since S is a generator and F is ordered, 
F(H+(v, a))(w) = l,  and w eF(n+(v ,  a)). 
We next show F(H+(v, a)) C H+(v, a + g(v)). Suppose w EF(H+(v, a)). Then there 
exists a generator S fo rF  so, for all r ~ S, w 4- r ~ H+(v, a). Thus if r ~ S, P~(w + r) <~ a; 
so Pv(w) <~ a + Pv(- -r)  for all r ~ S. Therefore P~(w) << a -[- infre s Pv(- -r)  <-~ a + g(v), 
and the result follows. Q.E.D. 
We now deal with the growth of intersections of half-spaces. One would hope that 
F(H*(% , aO n H+(% , a2) = F(H+(% , al) ) n F(H+(% , a2)), (*) 
because then the results on growth of half-spaces could be applied to wedge-shaped 
regions. In general, however, the equality ( . )  does not obtain. In order to obtain this 
equality we shall need to assume that % and % "meet properly." The idea behind this 
concept is that the generator S is responsible for the growth of H+(v, a) to H+(v, a 3- g(v)) 
if and only if g(v) = inf,.~s P~(--r),  since this latter is the contribution of S to g(v). 
I f  a single generator S is responsible for the growth of both H+(%, al) and H+(%, as) 
then it is easy to see that (*) obtains. More generally, we have the following definition: 
DEFINITION. Let Vl, % ,..., vrc be distinct unit vectors and let F be an ordered 
transition rule. Suppose g(vi) > 0 for some i = 1,..., N. We say % ,..., vrc meet properly 
if there exists a generator S for F so simultaneously for each i, the following holds: 
(1) I f  g(%) > O, then g(vl) = inf~ s P~,(--r). 
(2) I f  g(v,) = 0, then for all r e S, Pv,(--r) ~ O. 
(Equivalently, they meet properly if there exists a generator S so for all i = 1,..., N 
and all r ~ S 
g(vi) ~ Pv,(--r).) 
I f  g(vi) = 0 for i = 1,..., N, we also say % ..... vrc meet properly. 
A geometric interpretation for proper meeting will be given in Remark 2 of Section 5. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let F be ordered and let % ,..., v N be unit vectors that meet properly. 
Let a x ,..., a N E R. Then 
F(H+(Vl , aa) ~ "" ~ H+(vu , arc)) ----- H+(vx , a 1 -4- g(%)) ~ '" t~ H+(vN , arc -{- g(vrc)). 
Proof. Since F is ordered and 
it follows that 
F(H+(v, , aO) = H+(v~., ai + g(vi)) 
F(H+(% , al) n "" n H+(VN , aN)) ~ H+(Vl , a 1 -~-  g(Vl)) (~ " ' "  ~ H+(VN , aN + g(vrc)). 
Conversely suppose zo ~ H+(%, a i -]-g(vl) ) (3 .-. o H+(VN , a N Ji-g(Vlv)). I f  some g(vi) > O, 
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then for any i = 1,..., Nand r ~ S (where S is the generator obtained from the definition 
of proper meeting) 
Thus 
follows. 
Ifg(v~) =0for i=  1 .... ,N ,  then 
Pv,(W + r) Pv,(w) + P~, (r) -~ a~ + g(%) + P, , (r)  
:~ a, + Po,(--r) + P~,(r) = a i . 
W -~- r E H+(V l ,  am) (~ "'" (~ H+(vN , aN). Since S was a generator, the result 
H+(v~ , a~ -~- g(vl) ) t'5 ... n H+(vN , aN + g(v~)) 
- -  H+(Vl , al) ~ .-. n H+(v:~ , aN) 
-<: F(H+(vl  , a , )  n . - .  m H+(VH , aw)) 
by persistence of F. Q.E.D. 
4. THE WULFF SHAPE 
DEFINITION. Let F be an ordered transition rule on ~fl~, and let g: S ~-1 -+ R + be the 
growth function for F.  The Wulf f  shape for F is W = Oves,,-i H(v,  g(v)). 
Note W is nonempty since 0 ~ W; it is convex and closed since it is the intersection 
of closed convex sets; it is bounded since it is contained in the closed ball about 0 with 
radius sup g(v), a finite number since g is continuous on the compact set S n-1. 
Our first major theorem is the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a finite set C of unit vectors in R '~ (called the critical vectors) 
so W - -  N,,~c H(v,  g(v)). 
COROLLARY 4.2. W is a convex polyhedron. I f  n = 2, W is a point, a line segment, 
or a convex region bounded by a polygon. I f  n = 3, W may also be a convex body bounded 
by a polyhedron. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will occupy the remainder of this section. It involves 
study of the generator diagram ~f for F defined as follows: 
DEFINITION. For each generator S of F let D(S)= [Av : lv t  = 1, 0 ~< I ~< 
infr~s P~,(--r)}. The generator diagram ~ for G is 
cg = U D(S) 
s 
where the union is taken over all generators S of F. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let r E R n, r J- O. Define A: S ~-1 --+ R by 
h(v) =- max(0, P~(r)) 
for v E Sn-L Then [A(v)v: v r S n-l} is the sphere passing through the origin with center 
r/2 and diameter . 
Proof. The point av, with Iv[  = l, lies on the sphere of center r/2 through the 
origin iff (av  - -  (r/2), av - -  (r/2)) = l<r, r}. Simplifying this equation, we obtain 
a ~ = a~r, v} = aP~,(r). 
If  a /= 0, then a =- P~,(r). Q.E.D. 
It follows that {Av: Iv [ = 1, 0 ~< A ~< Pv(--r)} is a closed n-dimensional disk; its 
boundary is the (n -  0-dimensional sphere with center - - r /2 and passing through 
the origin. Hence D(S)  is a finite intersection of such n-disks, and f~ is a finite union 
of finite intersections of n-disks. 
DEFINITION. bf# = {g(v)v: IV[ = 1}. 
Observe that if .~ has interior, then ~N is the boundary of fr in the standard topological 
sense. In any event, ~N is a subset of the union of finitely many spheres. 
The determination of the critical vectors of Theorem 4.1 will be a study of the ways 
the spheres involved in ~fg intersect. I f  n = 2 it will be shown we may find the critical 
vectors by a casual ook at ~. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let n - -  2. Suppose 0 < fi < rr. Let H~ = H((cosr},sinr Then 
No+~+~ H~ = H0 n H~. 
Pro@ The inclusion N H~ _C H 0 n H e is trivial. Suppose w ~ H o n H B . We may 
assume w- /0 ,  and then we may assume [w] = 1. Thus w = (cos~b, sine) with 
0 ~ r < 2~r. Since P(eos~.sin~)(w)= cos(r our problem may be restated as 
follows: Given that cos r ~ 0 and cos(r --  fi) ~ 0, we are to prove that cos(~b -- r}) ~< 0 
for0 ~<r} ~/3. 
Note (d/dr}) cos(r --  r}) = sin(r -- r}). Since the endpoints of the interval 0 ~ r} ~</3 
satisfy the desired condition, we need only verify that cos ( r  r})~-0 whenever 
sin(r -- r}) =: 0. 
But ~/2 ~ r --/_- 37r/2 since cos r ~ 0; and 0 ~ r} ~/3  < ~r. Hence, ifsin(r -- r}) ==- 0, 
either C- - r}  =~r or r}--r} =0.  If ~b--r} =~r, then cos (C- - r} )=- -1  <0.  I f  
- - r  =0 ,  then 7r/2 <~b=r  </3<rr ,  so --rr/2 <r  ~<0, contradicting the 
assumption that cos(r --/3) ~ 0. Q.E.D. 
LEM~rA 4.5. Let zo~ R n, I w l = 1, a ~ O. Let B C S n-1. Then aW~ OvEB H(V,g(v)) 
i f  and only i f  a ~- g(v)/(v,  w} for all v ~ B such that (v, w)  > O. 
Proof. aw ~ It(v,  g(v)) if and only if aP~(w) ~- P~.(aw) ~ g(v). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (Planar case.) We first prove the theorem if n = 2. We 
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may assume g ~ 0; otherwise W is a single point and the theorem holds, trivially. 
Now ~f~ is the union of finitely many closed arcs coi, each an arc of the circle 2Z i with 
diameter - - r  t . We may assume that if 0 ~ ~o~ for some i, then 0 is in fact an endpoint 
of that arc. (If the entire circle Zi  lies in gN, we shall regard it as an arc starting and 
ending at 0.) The required set C will be defined as follows: 
(1) If x is an endpoint of an arc o~ for some i and x :/- 0, then x/] x [ E C. 
(2) If 0 is an endpoint of an arc co i for some i, then the unit vector tangent o Xi 
at 0 and pointing in the direction from which co~ enters 0 will be an element of C. (Both 
directions will be in C if both endpoints of ~ol are 0.) 
(3) If an arc co, for some i starts and ends at 0 and hence contains the point - - r i ,  
then r, / I  , , I ~ C .  
(4) The unit vectors (1,0), ( - -1 ,0) ,  (0, 1), (0, --1) in the coordinate directions 
all lie in C. 
Clearly the above set C is finite. 
Our proof that the above set C suffices will be to show that any unit vector v so v ~ C 
is superfluous. 
Consider first an arc col on the circle 2Z~ of diameter --r~ ; co i C 6~. Choose polar 
coordinates so that the angle 0 = 0 is the direction of - -r ,  ; in polar coordinates the arc col 
is given bv r : ] r~ lcos0  where 01 ~0 ~0~ and --~r/2 ~<01 ~02 ~rr /2 .  We let 
H o = H((cos 0, sin 0), g(cos 0, sin 19)), and we show 00~<0~% 1to = Ho~ n Ho. ~ n Ho ,  
where the term H 0 is used only if 0~ = --7r/2 and 02 = ~-/2. Observe that (cos 01, sin 01) 
and (cos 0,,, sin 0,) lie in C by (1) or (2); and (cos 0, sin 0) e C by virtue of (3). 
Let w denote an arbitrary unit vector. It suffices to show R+w n ('1o~.<o<o~ 11o = 
R~w n Hot t~ 11oo n H o . We let w = (cos q~, sin q~). By changing the direction of increase 
for 0 (replacing 0 by --0) if necessary, we may assume 0 ~< ~ ~< rr (see Fig. 1). Then 
g(cos0, s in0) = Ir ,  l cos0,  and (.w,(cos0, sin0)'., =cos(~b- -0 ) .  Define f(O) = 
I r~ ] cos 0/cos(~ - -  0). By Lemma 4.5, if a a R +, aw c ('1o~.<o~o0 Ho if and only if a <~ f(O) 
for all O, 01 ~ 0 ~ 0.,, such that cos(~ --  0) > 0. 
Note f ' (O) . . . .  ]r, ', s in~/cos~(9~- 0) and hence is never positive. We now treat 
several cases: 
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may be taken to occur at 0, if 01 :fi --~r/2, or at 0 2 if 0 2 4= #/2. Thus,  in this case 
R+w n ~0~<0.<o~ Ho = R+w n Ho~ or R+w n Ho2. This  suffices unless 01 = --rr/2 and 
02 = +Ir/2, in which case R+w n (]o~<o4o~ 11o = R+w n H o . 
Case 2. Suppose r = zr. Then  cos(~r - -  0) < 0 for all 0 such that --7r12 < 0 < rrl2. 
Thus R+w C Ho for 01 ~< 0 <~ 02 and R+w n 00~<0<02 1to = R+w n Ho .  
Case 3. Suppose 0 < r < ~r. Then  f(O) is decreasing and cannot change sxgn 
except at 0 o such that cos 0 o = 0 or cos(r - -  0o) = 0. I f  f(O) is always negative, then 
(w, (cos0 ,  s in0) /  ~0for  0 a <~0 ~<02 andR+wCHofor  0 a~<0~0z;  henceR+wn 
(]o<<o<o Ho = R+wn 1to. I f  f(O) is always positive, then R+wn ~o~.<o<%Ho = 
R*w n Ho.~ since f (0)  is minimized at 0~. I f  cos 0 o = 0 for 01 ~ 0 o ~< 02, then 0 o = 4-7r/2 
and cos ( r  since 0 <r  <~r ;  thus R+wnHoo={O} and 0 o = 01 or 02. 
I f  eos(r - -  0o) = 0 and cos 0 o :A 0, then f(O) is unbounded near 0 o . We need only 
consider 0 so cos(r 0) > 0; such 0 must be those satisfying 0o < 0 < 0e or 0 o < 0 ~< 02, 
and as the above cases show, R+w n ('1o~<o<% Ho = H% n R+w. 
I f  g(v) > 0 then g(v)v lies on some arc co, as above. Hence we have proved 
0 H(v,g(v)) : ~ H(v,g(v)) n N H(v,g(v)). 
~,eS 1 veC g ( v)=0 
By construction, {v ~ $1: g(v) = 0} is a union of finitely many closed arcs. By breaking 
these arcs, if necessary, at (1, 0), ( - -1 ,  0), (0, 1), or (0, --1),  we may assume none has 
length greater than ~r/2. I f  w = {(cos 0, sin 0): 01 ~< 0 ~< 02] is such an arc, then by 
Lemma 4.4, 
('] H o -  Ho n Ho . 
o~<o~o~ 
Since (cos O, , sin 0~) ~ C for i = 1,2 by virtue of (2) or (4), it follows that 
(3 H(v, g@)) = N H@, g(~')). 
L '~ 1 ~'~C 
Q.E.D. (Planar Case) 
Proof of Theorem. (General  case.) We assume by induction the truth of the theorem 
in dimensions less than n; and we assume n ~ 3. (The case n = 1 is trivial.) 
Let  Z1, Z 2 ..... ZN denote the (n - -  1) spheres of diameter, respectively, --rl .... , --rN 
used to construct f~. 
Claim 1. 
(~ H(v,g(v)) - -  ~ H(v, 0) (~ ~ H(v~,g(v , ) )  n ~ H(v,g(v)) 
~,eS n t 9( v)=0 v~=-r/]r~l veX 
where X = {v c S'~-l:g(v):> 0 and there exist two distinct spheres X,1 and Zi2 so 
g(v)v e Z,~ r~ &2}" 
Proof. Suppose g(v) > 0 and v q~ X. Then  g(v)v lies on some sphere Z , .  We may 
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assume v g= --r,/I r~ 1. Let 17 denote the plane through 0 containing - - r ,  and v. Let  
Pn :  R" -~ H denote the orthogonal projection. Let  w be an arbitrary unit vector in R'L 
I f  Prow = 0, then no unit vectors in 17 restrict R+w n W by Lemma 4.5. I f  Pnw ~ O, 
then g(v)/(v, w'/ = g(v)/(v, Pnw'; for v e H c5 S ~-1, Since H c3 gCcg is a union of arcs 
of circles through 0 (since 0 is common to all Z'0, the planar case applies to show that 
we may ignore v unless v is tangent o ~'~ (and hence g(v) = 0) or v = --r/l ril (since 
the circle H n X, is a great circle of X,) or v is an endpoint of a circular arc in c3fq. This  
latter case clearly occurs only at points at the intersection of Sx with some other X~. 
Claim 2. There  exists a finite set D of unit vectors of R '~ so 
( ]  H(v, g(v)) : :  n H(v, g(v)). 
~'~X e~D 
Proof. I f  27 i and Z~, are distinct, let H denote the (n - -  l ) -dimensional vector space 
spanned by 2J i n 22~. Since there are only finitely many spheres 271 ,..., 27 N , it suffices 
to show there is a finite set K of unit vectors so 
N H(v, g(v)) = ~ H(v, g(v)). 
r~I~('~S n- I  vEK 
Let  Pn: R" -~ 17 denote the orthogonal projection. Let  w ~ S ~-1 be an arbitrary unit 
vector. I f  PITW = 0 then no vector in 17 restricts R+w n W by Lemma 4.5. Thus  we 
may assume Pnw 7 ~ O. Observe P~(Pnw)= P~,(w) for v~/Tn  S n-1. Hence if 
0 ~.~m~s,-t (H(v, g(v)) n 17) = (~ ~,~K (H(v, g(v)) n H), it follows (~v~/Tf-~gn-1 (H(v, g(v))) = 
('] ~,~ H(v, g(v)). But 0.r4 n H is a union of pieces of (n - -  2)-spheres passing through 0. 
Thus  the case for (n - -  l ) -d imensions applies by induction to yield the desired finite 
set K.  
Claim 3. Let  z, be the (n - -1 ) -d imens iona l  space tangent at 0 to Z',.  Let  %,  
j = 1 ..... n denote the (n - -  1)-dimensional "coordinate hyperplane" aj = {(xl .... , x~): 
.vj = 0}. Then  no{v)=0 H(v, O) D_ n,~,%ns~-i H(v, g(v)) n ~,%ns.-~ H(v, g(v)). 
Proof. Suppose g(v) - -  0. Let  H be any plane containing 0 and v. Let  Pn:  Rn -+ H 
denote the orthogonal projection. I f  w e S "-1 and Priw = O, no vector in H restricts 
R+w n W. Hence we may assume Pnw =/= 0. Note {v e S ~-1 (3 17: g(v) = 0} is a union 
of closed arcs co,. Break such an arc wi at any point in H n % for any j .  (Clearly we may 
assume H ~ aj .) Thus  we may assume each such arc has endpoints either on some ri  
or on some a , .  Moreover,  each such arc w has length less than ~r. (To see this, observe 
that each a, of (n - -  l ) -d imensions meets H in a line since H ~ a i .  Since arcs w cannot 
cross such a line without being broken into smaller arcs, we need only consider the 
degenerate case where 17 t'3 a i is the same for all i. But then there is a nonzero vector 
n 
in n~=l ai = {0}.) Lemma 4.4 then applies as above to say we need only consider the 
endpoints of such arcs, all of which lie in r~ or ar 
Claim 4. The  theorem is true for n dimensions. 




Claims 1, 2, and 3 together educe the theorem to finding finite sets E, and 
n H(v, g(v)) = N H(v, g(v)) 
n =:  n H(v, g(v)). 
yearNS n -1  veG l 
But since ri and ai are (n - -  1)-dimensional spaces, the (n - -  1)-dimensional case of the 
theorem applies as in the proof of Claim 2 to yield the result. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Despite the length of the proof, it is generally easy in low dimensions 
to construct he finite set of critical vectors explicitly. An example is worked out in 
Section 6. 
5. THE GROWTH OF THE WULFF SHAPE 
Recall that if v e S ~-1 and a 6 R, then H(v, a) ~ {x e R'h Pv(x) -= a}. 
N 
DEFINITION. Let {v 1 .... , vs} be the critical vectors forF, so that W = ni=a H(vi, g(v~)). 
k 
We say vii ..... vi~ meet in W if (]5=1 H(v~, g(vi)) n W @ ~. Thus, if v x and v~ meet 
in W, there is an (n -  2)-dimensional face of W parallel to H(Vl, O)n H(v~, 0). 
(Strictly, we should say that H(vl,  g(vl) ) and H(v2, g(v2)) meet in W, but this is too 
cumbersome.) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let F be an ordered transition rule on ~2 n. Let {v 1 ..... VN} be the critical 
N vectors, so W = (~i=a H(vi, g(v,)). Suppose that, whenever vq ,..., v,k meet in W (for 
any k), it follows that they meet properly. Then there exists a positive number A such that, 
if t~ > A, then 
F(t~Wn Z") ----- ((tz + 1)W)n  Z". 
Remark 1. Here /~W = {/xx: x ~ W}, and /~W n Z '~ is the configuration to so that 
to(v) = 1 if and only if v ~/zW, for v E Z,h 
Remark 2. Proper meeting was treated formally at the end of Section 3. Note that 
the hypothesis that v 1 ,..., vk meet properly has a geometric interpretation; namely, 
that there exists a single generator S so, for j = 1 .... , k, g(vj)vj ~ D(S). Thus the 
hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 states that faces which meet to form part of the border 
of W must correspond to critical vectors vj so that for some single generator S, g(vj)vj 
D(S). Examples how that this is a common occurrence, but in Example 2 of Section 6 
both this condition and the conclusion of Theorem 5.1 fail. 
Proof. Let Y = {x ~ Rn: p(x, 2W) ~< 1}, where p is the Euclidean metric. Since W 
is bounded, Y is compact. We obtain an open cover ~ of Y as follows: (1) I f  x e W and 
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Ax = {i: x e H(vi,g(v,))} then x has an open e-ball neighborhood V meeting no 
H(vj,  g(v~)) with j r Ax. Let V e og. (Thus if x is in the interior of W, then Ax = q~, 
and V meets no hyperplane H(v~, g(%)).) (2) If x ~ W, then x has an open e-ball neigh- 
borhood V missing W and meeting no H(vj,  g(v~)) with j r A~. Let V e ~/. 
Let 8 be a Lebesgue number for the open cover ql of Y. We may assume 8 <~ 1. 
If the neighborhood for F is {r x .... , rk}, let ~ ---= max ] ri [, i = 1 .... , k. Note a 2 is a positive 
integer. Let A ~ a/3. I claim that A satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. 
Suppose IX > h. Observe that, for i = I,..., N, tzW n Z ~ ~ H+(vi , Ixg(v~)). Since F is 
ordered, F(tzW n Z n) ~ F(H+(vi , txg(vi)~ = H+(vi , (tz + 1)g(v,)) for each i, using 
Proposition 3.1. HenceF( ixWn Z") ~ O~-xH+(vi, (ix + 1)g(v0) = (t z + 1)Wn Zn. 
Conversely, suppose x e (~ + 1) W c~ Z '~ -- ix W c~ Z '~. Then (1/ix)x ~ (I + (1/ix)) W C 
2WCY.  Let K={x+r , : i=  1 ..... k}. (Recall r a .... , r  k is the neighborhood o fF .  
We may assume rI = 0.) Then (1/ix)K is contained in the closed ball of radius o/ix 
around x/ix. Since ix > A, it follows ~/ix < 3. Hence by the definition of Lebesgue 
number (see Dugundji [2, p. 234]), (1/ix)K is entirely contained in a set VeY/. 
Suppose first that V is an open e-ball about y e IV. I f  A u = ~b, then V C W and 
x E ixW. Thus we may assume A u ----- {il ,..., ii}. Let B = ~i~A, H(vi,  g(vO). Then for 
all v eK ,  (tzW n Zn)(v) = (ixB n Z")(v). Thus x6F(#W n Z'*) if and only if x e 
F(IxB c~ Z~). But since vq ,..., v,, meet properly, by Proposition 3.2, F(tzB n Z ~) = 
F(( ' ]~, H+(vi, ixg(v~))) ~ (']~.% H+(vi, (ix q- 1) g(vi)) = (ix ~- 1)B n Z n. Since x 
(t~ -k 1)WC (ix § 1)B, it follows xeF( ixW~ Zn). 
Suppose next that V is an open e-ball about y where y ~ W, so V n W --  ~b and V 
meets no H(v~, g(v~)) with j r A~. Then for all v e K, (tzW f3 Zn)(v) = 0. Hence 
F(ixW ~ Zn)(x) = 0 by the definition of transition rule, and we must show x q~ (ix -1- 1)W. 
Clearly there exists an i so P,~(y) > g(vi). (Otherwise P~,(y) ~ g(v 0 for all i, and 
Y ~ ('l H(v~, g(v~)) = W.) Then P~,(v) > g(v~) for all v e V since V is connected and 
does not meet H(v~, g(v~)). It follows that for j = 1 .... , k, P~,(x -F r~) > t~g(v~), since 
x-k  r~etzV. Hence P~,(x) > ixg(v,)-F P~,(--r~). I f  g(v~)= P,,(--r,) it follows that 
P~(x) > (ix-k 1)g(v0 and hence xr  q-1)W, as desired. There remains only the 
case where g(v~) = 0. But then since rx ~ O, P~(x) ;> 0 and trivially x ~ (ix -k I )W 
since x r H(v, ,  (ix -? 1) g(v~)) ----- H(v,,  0). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let F, W, and A be as in Theorem 5.1. Let co ~2 '~. Suppose there 
exist zl , rz ~ Z n and ~1,  IX2 ~ R+ SO ~2 >/Pa > A and (IXI W + T1) ("1 Z ~a (o )  
(iz2W + r2) c~ Z". Then, for all positive integers m, ((~x + m)W + 7a) C~ Z" <~ Fmw <~ 
((~ + m)W + ~) c~ z". 
Proof. Trivial, since translations by r, commute with F. Note, aW+~--= 
{ax + ~': x e IV}. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1. Suppose W has nonempty 
interior. There exists a positive number 3 such that the following holds: Suppose co ~ ~2 '~ 
is a finite configuration and for some k >~ O, Fkoa contains all lattice points inside some ball 
of radius 3 centered at a lattice point. Then as m --~ oo, Fmw becomes similar to W in the 
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sense that it lies between two configurations imilar to IV, each of which grows arbitrarily 
large, but such that the thickness of the region between the two is bounded. 
Proof. Let 3 be large enough so that the closed ball of radius 8 contains (A 47 1)W, 
where A is given by Theorem 5.1. Let rl be the center of the hypothesized ball of radius 3 
in Fk~o. Then ((A -t- 1 )Wn Z ~) 47 r 1 ~<Fkw. Clearly since F%J is finite, and W has 
interior, we may find/z ~ )t 47 1 and r 2 ~ Z n so 
F~'oJ ~ (txW n Z '~) + r., . 
SinceF is ordered, it follows that for all m ~ 1, (2, 47 1 4- m)Wn Z ~ 47 rl -~Fa+"o) <~ 
(t* Jr m)Wn Z n 47 r , .  Since W has interior, (A 47 1 q- m)W grows arbitrarily large as 
m--+ oo. Nevertheless 
N 
Fk+"o0 -- ((A + 1 47 m)W 47 T1) C 0 {X : (A + 1 -? m) g(v,) + P~,(T~) 
/=1 
<~ P~,(x) <~ (t* 47 m) g(v~) 47 Pv,(r2)}. (1) 
Each set in (1) is the region between two hyperplanes eparated by the distance 
(t* -- A -- 1) g(v,) q- P,~(T2 -- 71), 
which is independent of m. Q.E.D. 
Thus, roughly speaking, the deviation ofF 'co  from similarity to W becomes negligible 
provided that one starts with a "sufficiently large" oJ. 
6. COMPLEMENTS AND EXAMPLES 
We shall see that critical vectors are of a very restricted type in dimensions 2 and 3. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a transition rule on ~ '* .  Let r 1 ,..., rM denote the neighborhood 
vectors for F. Write r, = (r~l, rl2,..., rim) e R ~. The neighborhood parameter k for F 
is k = sup [ rij I, i = 1 ..... M; j -= 1,..., n. Note k is integral. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let F be an ordered transition rule on ~2 ~ with neighborhood parameter 
k. Then each critical vector has the form (a, b)/(a ~ + be) 1/~ where a and b are integers, 
ha] ~ 2k, lbf <<. 2k. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.1 in the planar case yielded explicitly a set C, defined 
by certain properties (1) through (4). It is immediate that vectors lying in C by virtue 
of (3) or (4) satisfy the conclusion of the proposition. If  - - r  = (c, d) is the diameter 
of a circle and x is tangent to the circle at 0, then x = ~(d,  --c)/(d ~ + c2)1/2; hence 
vectors lying in C by virtue of (2) satisfy the conclusion of the proposition. Finally, 
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if circles on diameter (a, b) and (c, d) and passing through (0, O) intersect at (p, q), then 
(p  - -  a12) ~ ~- (q - -  bi2) 2 = (a/2) z -~- (b/2) ~ 
and 
(p  - c/2) e + (q - d/2) 2 = (c/2)~ + (d/2) e. 
Simplifying and subtracting, we find 
(c - -  a )p  -k (d - -  b)q =0;  
hence (p, q) has the same direction as =k(d --  b, a -- c). Since [ a I ~ k, [bl  ~< k, 
[ c I ~ k, [ d[ ~< k, the result follows. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let  F be an ordered tranfftion rule on ~ a with neighborhood parameter k. 
Suppose g is never zero. Then each critical vector has the fo rm (al,  a2 , a3)/( al e -k a2 e q- a3Z) 1/~ 
where each a i is integral with J at [ <~ 4kL 
Remark.  The statement that the a~'s are integral is equivalent to the crystallographers' 
Law of Rational Indices. The bound on the ]ai[  tends to explain the observed fact 
that in nature all such integers are very small. In fact, it is rare to see an integer of 
absolute value greater than 4 in this context. 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 4.1, we see that in three dimensions, if g(v) 
is never zero, then any critical vector has the form w/[ w ] where w is a point of intersection 
of three 2-spheres on diameters - - rq ,  --r i~, and - - rq ,  respectively; moreover, - -r i l  , 
--ri~ , and --r~. 8 are noncollinear. Let --r,, = (ai,  b~, cj) for j  = 1, 2, 3. Then I as [ ~ k, 
I bs I ~ k, t cj ] ~ k. A point (x, y, z) of common intersection satisfies 
(x - -  a~/2) z ~- (y  - -  b~/2) z + (z - -  c,/2) e = (a 7 -k bj e -k c~Z)/4 
for j = 1, 2, 3. Subtracting the equation for j = 2 from that for j = 1, and that for 
j = 3 from that for j --  1, we obtain 
(az - -  a~)x -~- (b 2 - -  b~)y -Jr (c., - -  c~)z = O, 
(a:~ - -  ax)X -~- (b z - -  bx)y -~ (c z - -  et)z = O. 
But then (x, y, z) must be a multiple of 
v = (a2 - -  al , b2 - -  bl , ce - -  q )  • (a~ - -  a 1, b z - bl , c3 - q) .  
Note v :/: 0 since the three diameters are noncollinear. Define re(p, q, r, s, t, u )= 
(u - -  s)(q - -  p) - -  (r - -  p)(t - -  s). Then 
v = (m(b~, be, b3, q ,  ce, c3), re(q, c2, cz,  a i ,  as ,  a~), m(a~, a2, a~, b~, be, b3) . 
Thus we need only show that I re(p, q, r, s, t, u)[ ~ 4k 9 if 
]p I ,  lq r , [ r l ,  l s l ,  l t I ,  l u I  ~k .  
57I/I5/3-2 
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But re(p, q, r, s, t, u) = uq - -  pu  - -  sq - -  rt  + pt  + rs. Suppose ] m ] attains its maximum 
(where arguments all have absolute value <~k) at (Po, qo, to, so, to, uo). I f  - -k  < Po < k, 
observe m(p,  q, r, s, t, u) = p( t  - -  u) + e where e is independent of p. Thus we could 
increase ] m ] by changing Po and keeping q, r, s, t, u fixed if t o - -  u o :# 0; or we could 
assume Po = •  without changing the maximmn value if to . -  Uo = 0. Thus the 
maximum for ] m [ occurs when each variable is :~k. But then each term of m is :kk s. 
The sum has absolute value ~<4k ~unless all terms are +k  s or all terms are - -k  s. A 
consideration of cases reveals the latter is impossible. If, for example, all terms are 
+k  S and u = +k,  then q = +k (in order that uq = +kS), s = --k,  r = - -k ,  t = +k ,  
p -= +k,  and one has m(p,  q, r, s, t, u) = 4kL Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
generators: 
Let F be the ordered transition rule on ~2 with the following minimal 
S 1 = {(0, - - ] ) ,  (1, --1), ( - -1,  --1)}, 
ss = {(-1, 0), ( -1 ,  -1)}, 
53 = {(0, ~)}. 
Thus (Fo~)(v) = 1 by virtue of the generator S~ if co(v + (- -1,  0)) = 1 and ~o(v + 
( - -1 , - -1 ) )  = 1. 
The generator diagram f~ for F is the union of three pieces: 
D(S1) ~ the intersection of the disks through (0, 0) with centers at 
(0, 0.5), (--0.5, 0.5), (0.5, 0.5). 
D(S~) = the intersection of the disks with centers (0.5, 0), (0.5, 0.5). 
D(Sa) ~- the disk with center (0, --0.5). 
The generator diagram is displayed in Fig. 2. 
s, 
FIGURE 2 
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The proof of Theorem 4.1 then applies to show that W may be obtained as 
Owc H(v, g(v)) where C = {(0, 1), (0.2, 0.4) 5 a/'~, (1, 0), (0.4, --0.2) 51/2, (--1, 0), 
(--1, 1)/21/2}. These are the unit vectors in the directions of intersection points on 8f#, 
together with tangent directions from which arcs on ON enter (0, 0). 
The Wulff shape W is given in Fig. 3. Observe that it may be found graphically from 
Fig. 2 as follows: For each v E C, draw the normal to v passing through the point where 
t~ meets R+v; i.e., through g(v)v. 
- /  0 
,q,-.2) 
FIGURE 3 
Observe that (0, l) and (1, 0) do not in fact affect W. Also, (--1, 0) meets (--1, +1)/21/2 
in W (since their faces meet at (0, 0)); they meet properly since g of both is zero. On 
the other hand, (--1, 1)]21/2 meets (0.2, 0.4)5 a/2 properly since the former is tangent 
to D(S1) while (0.2, 0.4) lies on D(S1). Similarly, (0.2, 0.4)51/2 meets (0.4,--0.2) 51/2 
properly because for both such v, g(v)v lies on D(S2). Finally, (0.4, --0.2) 51,'' meets 
( - -  I, 0) properly. 
Corollary 5.3 now applies to F, and we see that the shape in Fig. 3 is the limiting 
shape of F"'oJ as m--~ oo, where co is any configuration containing a sufficiently large 
copy of W. In fact, more can be said in this case. Observe that the configuration oJ 
consisting of a 1 precisely at (0, 0) has the property that F4w has ones at (0, 0), (1, 0), 
(0, --1), (1, -- l ) .  A simple induction using orderedness o f f  then shows that F'~o for m 
sufficiently large contains all lattice points inside an arbitrary large square. From 
Corollary 5.3 we see that any finite configuration co which is not identically zero is such 
that Fko~ approaches the limiting shape W as k ~ ~.  
It is dramatic to watch the development of P~'oJ. Figure 4 shows an example where 
the original sites of 1 's in ~o are indicated by 1 and the extra sites of l 's inF~~ are indicated 
by 2. Observe that the shape is not exactly like W: the point at the bottom is missing; 
but this deviation will remain constant while the figure increases in size, and hence 
will become proportionally negligible. 
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EXAMPLE 2. It need not happen that all critical vectors that meet in W meet properly. 
Let F be the ordered transition rule on ~2 ~ with the following minimal generators: 
S 1 == ((0, --1), (1, --1)), 
S~ = ((--2, --1), (2, --2)}, 
S~ = ((--1, 0)}, 
s4 = ((o, 1)}, 
s5 : ((1, o)). 
It is easy to see that if v ~ (--1, 1)/21/2, w ~ (2, 3)/131/3 then v and w meet in W but 
not properly. Thus Corollaries 5.2 and 5.3 do not apply directly. Nevertheless, one sees 
that F'~(H+(v, a) n H+(w, b)) always is H+(v, a + mg(v)) (3 H+(w, b + rag(w)) except 
that one or two lattice vectors at the corner may be assigned zero rather than one. It is 
easy to verify that then the conclusion of Corollary 5.3 still applies. 
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